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Abstract

We establish the homological foundations for studying polynomially bounded group cohomology,
and show that the natural map fromPH∗(G;Q) toH∗(G;Q) is an isomorphism for a certain class
of groups.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction

Thecohomologyof adiscretegroupGwith coefficients in aG-moduleA canbedefined in
various equivalent ways. Typically one first constructs a cocomplex, which for now we will
label(C∗(G;A), �∗); the cohomology ofG with coefficients inA is then the cohomology
of this complex.
SupposeG is a countable group equipped with word-length functionL. Given the pair

(G,L), one can consider various refinements of this cocomplex which involve a growth
condition on the level of cochains. The most restrictive is a uniform bound. This condition
defines a subcomplex of bounded cochains which is already quite interesting and has been
extensively studied over the last 30 years[9–11,13,14,16,17,19]. Less restrictive (and also
less studied) is the case when the growth rate on the level of cochains ispolynomial.
This growth condition is related to the Novikov conjecture, as shown in[3]. For suitable
A (as defined in Section 1.1), one has a natural subcocomplexPC∗

L(G;A) ⊂ C∗(G;A)
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consisting of cochains of polynomial growthwith respect toL, and the inclusion is functorial
with respect to polynomially bounded group homomorphisms in the first coordinate, and
polynomially bounded module homomorphisms in the second coordinate. The resulting
cohomology groups ofPC∗

L(G;A) are denoted byPH ∗
L(G;A); in general the cocomplex

PC∗
L(G;A) and therefore also its cohomology groups depend on the choice of word-

length functionL. The inclusion of cocomplexes induces a transformation�(G,L;A)∗ :
PH ∗

L(G;A) → H ∗(G;A). Of most interest to us is the case whenA = Q. We consider
three successively weaker conditions one could ask of the groupG:

(PC1) The map�(G,L;Q)∗ is an isomorphism.
(PC2) The map�(G,L;Q)∗ is an epimorphism.
(PC3) For every 0�= x ∈ H∗(G;Q) there is ay ∈ PH ∗

L(G;Q) with 〈�(G,L;Q)(y), x〉
�= 0.

The dual of�(G,L;Q)∗ is aQ-vector space map(�(G,L;Q)∗)∗ : (H ∗(G;Q))∗ →
(PH ∗

L(G;Q))∗, and we can form the composition

�∗(G,L) : H∗(G;Q)�(H ∗(G;Q))∗ → (PH ∗
L(G;Q))∗ (0.1)

where the first map is induced by the Universal Coefficient Theorem, and the second is
(�(G,L;Q)∗)∗. The above 3 conditions can be rephrased as

(PC1) (�(G,L;Q∗)∗) is an isomorphism.
(PC2) (�(G,L;Q∗)∗) is a monomorphism.
(PC3) �∗(G,L) is a monomorphism.

For certain geometric groups it is feasible to verify property (PC1), which we do in this
paper.A weaker condition is (PC2); this is the condition (PC) of[3] and equivalent to (PC3)
when the rational homology groups ofG are degreewise finitely generated. However when
the rational homology ofG is not finitely generated in each degree, (PC2) ismore restrictive
than (PC3). For example, ifG is a free group on a countably infinite set of generators andL

a word-length metric onG (see below), then (PC3) holds but (PC2) fails. Also, injectivity
of the map in (PC3) is sensitive to the choice of word-length, and injectivity may hold for
some choices of word-length but not for others. To illustrate, we see that the condition is
obviously satisfied forG= Z with the standard word-length. However, if we use instead a
word-length which depends logarithmically on the standard one, then with respect to this
word-lengthPH 1(Z;Q) = 0 and so (PC3) fails. The issue of injectivity of�i (G,L) is
related to theDehn functionfG of G. This function, introduced and studied by Gersten
[4,5] is defined in terms of the presentation of the group. Given a word whose image inG is
trivial, the Dehn function measures the increase in word-length when one writes this word
as aminimal product of conjugates of relators occurring in the relator set of the presentation.
Although the Dehn function itself depends on the presentation, the linear equivalence class
in which it lies does not[4]. Thus up to such equivalence, one may simply refer to the Dehn
function ofG. The word-problem forG is solvable iffG has a recursively enumerable Dehn
function, and solvable in polynomial time ifffG is polynomial. All known computations
support the following conjecture
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Conjecture A. If P=〈S |W〉 is a finite presentation of G with polynomial Dehn function
fG, then�i (G,LstG) is an injection for alli�0.

In this paper we establish a framework for proving ConjectureA. First, in Section 1.1 we
establish some basic results in p-bounded homological algebra. Primarily, we construct the
Serre spectral sequence associated to a short-exact sequence of groups with word-length (as
defined in that section); the existence of the properE1pq -term forq >1 requires an additional
hypothesis, but forq = 0,1 the spectral sequence takes the usual form, which leads to a
five-term exact sequence analogous to the one in ordinary cohomology (cf.[16,19] for the
corresponding spectral sequence in bounded cohomology). We also prove a Comparison
Theorem, which tells us under what conditions a resolution can be used to compute p-
bounded cohomology. Section 1.2 uses the five-term sequence to identify the obstruction
to injectivity of �i (G,L) in even dimensions. In Section 1.3, we show that for groups with
polynomial Dehn function, a related obstruction vanishes. The results of this section are
in preliminary form; a detailed account will appear in a sequel to this paper. In Section
1.4 we verify the injectivity of�1(G,L) for a suitable choice ofL when theH1(G) is
finitely-generated.
Section 2 contains various results related to Dehn functions. In Section 2.1, we show

how typeP resolutions (Appendix A) can be used to define the higher Dehn functions for
groups of typeFP∞. The constructions in this section are then used in Section 2.2 to prove

Theorem B. If P = 〈S |W〉 is a finite presentation of G with polynomial Dehn function
fG, then�(G,L;A)i is an isomorphism for any p-semi-normed(p.s.)G-module A(defined
in Section1.1) andi = 1,2.

In general�(G,L;Q)2 fails to be surjective whenfG is non-polynomial[6]. In fact,
�2(G,LstG) is not injective for the example Gersten constructs in that paper. In Section 2.2,
using[7] we show

Theorem C. If G admits a bounded combining(in particular, if G is automatic), then
�(G,L;A)∗ is an isomorphism for all p.s. G-modules A.

This map is also an isomorphism whenG is nilpotent. In Section 2.3, we define linearly
bounded (or Lipschitz) cohomologyLH ∗(G;A) for appropriate coefficient modulesA.
As with p-bounded cohomology the inclusion map on the cochain level induces a natural
homomorphism

�lin(G,L;A)∗ : LH ∗(G;A)→ H ∗(G;A).

It is a theoremdue toGromov thatfG is linear iffG is word-hyperbolic. Recently a complete
cohomological characterization of word-hyperbolic groups has been obtained by Mineyev
in [13]. Using the result of[15] we show

Theorem D. If G is word-hyperbolic, then�lin(G,L;A)∗ is an isomorphism for all l.s.
G-modules A.
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In fact, the results in[13] suggest the stronger statement that�lin(G,L;A)∗ is an iso-
morphism for allA iff G is word-hyperbolic.
In the appendix we cover the definition and formal properties of typeP resolutions as

developed in[18].
A remark on notation: throughout the paper we writePC∗

L( ;A) resp.PH ∗
L( ;A) as

PC∗( ;A) resp.PH ∗( ;A), and�(G,L) as�(G) unless we need to emphasize a particular
word-length function.

1. Polynomially bounded group cohomology

1.1. Basic results in polynomially bounded cohomology and the Leray-Serre spectral
sequence

If S is a generating set for a free groupF andf : S → N+ a function, thenS andf
determine a word-length functionLF onF given by

LF (id)= 0
LF (x)= f (x) if x or x−1 is in S

LF (g)=
r∑
i=1

f (xi)

wherex1x2 . . . xr is the unique reduced word representingg. Such a word-length function
onF is referred to as aword-length metric. If F ′ ⊂ F is a subgroup ofF equipped with
a word-length metricLF , then the restriction ofLF to F ′ defines aninduced metricLF ′
onF ′. Finally, if p : F ′�G is a surjection ofF ′ toG, thenLF ′ determines a word-length
functionLG onG byLG(g)=min{LF ′(f ) |p(f )= g}. Any non-degenerate word-length
function onGmay be realized in this fashion for an appropriate choice ofF, f andp.When
the setS is finite andf (x)=1 for eachx ∈ S, LG is referred to as the standard word-length
functionLstG associated with the set of generatorsS. Note thatLG depends only on the pair
(S, f ), so that if〈S|W 〉 and〈S|W ′〉 are two presentations ofG which have the same set of
generators and weight functionf , then the induced word-length functions will also be the
same.
Wewill use the notationA[S] to denote the freeA-module with basisS for a countable set

S. In particular, ifQ[G] is the rational groupalgebraofG,Q[G][S] is the freeQ[G]-module
with basisS.
A weighted setis a pair(S, fS)wherefS : S → R+ is a function, referred to as theweight

function. When the weight function is understood, we write(S, fS) simply asS.
A homomorphism(G,L) → (G′, L′) of groups with word-length will mean a homo-

morphismf :G → G′ for which L′(f (g)) = min{L(h) |f (h) = f (g)}. Thus, if f is a
monomorphism it preserves word-length, and iff is an epimorphism,L′ is the word-length
function induced byf andL. A short-exact sequence of groups with word-length is a
sequence of morphisms of groups with word-length

(K,LK)�(G,LG)�(N,LN)
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where the underlying sequence of groups and group homomorphisms is short-exact. Note
that if K�G�N is a short-exact sequence of groups andLG a word-length function
onG, then there exist unique word-length functionsLK resp.LN onK resp.N making
(K,LK)�(G,LG)�(N,LN) a short-exact sequence of groups with word-length.
A semi-norm� on ak vector spaceV (k ⊂ R) is a map� :V → R+ satisfying (i)

�(a + b)��(a)+ �(b) and (ii)�(�a)� |�|�(a) for all a, b ∈ V and� ∈ Q.
Before proceeding, we illustrate an essential homological difference between the notions

of “bounded” and “p-bounded”. If(S, fS) is a weighted set and(V , ‖ ‖) a normed vector
space, one may defineBHom(S, V ) the set of bounded morphisms fromS to V , and a
larger spacePHom(S,V), the set of p-bounded morphisms fromS to V. � : S → V is p-
bounded if there is a polynomialp such that‖ �(s) ‖ �p(fS(s)) for all s ∈ S. Then� is
bounded if we can take the polynomial to be a constant function. SoBHom(S, V ) is again a
normed vector space with respect to the sup norm, allowing one to construct spaces such as
BHom(S′, BHom(S, V )). The larger spacePHom(S, V ) has no natural norm. However, it
doeshaveanobviouscollectionof semi-normsgivenby�s(�)= ‖ �(s) ‖.This suggests that
in the p-bounded setting, one needs to work with semi-normed modules of a sufficiently
general type in order to define iteratedHom spaces such asPHom(S′,PHom(S, V )) (a
necessary construction for the development of the Serre spectral sequence in p-bounded
cohomology).

Definition 1.1.1. A p-semi-normed G-module, or p.s.G-module, is aQ[G]-moduleM
equipped with a collection of semi-norms{�x}x∈� indexed on a countableG-set�=�M .
The semi-norms satisfy the following properties:

(i) If �x1, . . . , �xn ∈ � and�1, . . . , �n ∈ N+, then there is a constantC and an�y ∈ �
with

C�y ��1�x1 + · · · + �n�xn

(ii) there exist constantsC, n>0 such that for allx′ ∈ � there is anx ∈ � with

�gx′(hm)�C(1+ L(h))n�ghx(m)

for all g, h ∈ G andm ∈ M, whereL is the word-length function onG.

WhenG= {id} we will refer toM as a p.s. module. Any p.s.G-module is a p.s. module
by forgetting theG-module structure.

Definition 1.1.2. A homomorphismf :M → M ′ of p.s. G-modulesis aQ[G]-module
homomorphism which is p-bounded; i.e. there existsC1, C2 andn>0 such that for all
x′ ∈ �M ′ there existsx ∈ �M with

�gx′(f (a))�C1C2(1+ �gx(a))
n(1+ L(g))n

for all g ∈ G anda ∈ M. In this inequality, the constantsC1 andn may vary withf but
are independent ofx′, whileC2 depends only onx′.
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Two p.s.G-modulesM,M ′ are isomorphicif there exist homomorphisms of p.s.G-
modulesf :M → M ′, f ′ :M ′ → M with f ◦ f ′ = idM ′ , f ′ ◦ f = idM . By (1.1.1)(i),
the collection of all p.s.G-module homomorphisms fromM toM ′ forms a vector space
overQ which we denotePHomG(M,M ′). Dropping the requirement that the maps beG-
equivariant, we get theQ-vector space of p-bounded maps fromM toM ′ which we denote
simply asPHom(M,M ′). The same conventions apply forHomin place ofPHom. If M ′ is
a sub-G-module ofM andM ′′ =M/M ′, we may define a p.s.G-module structure onM ′′
by setting�M ′′ = �M and for allx ∈ �M ′′ defining

�x(m̄)=min{�x(m) |p(m)= m̄} (1.1.3)

wherep :M�M/M ′ is the projection. The reader may verify that this defines a p.s.G-
module structure onM ′′. We refer to this as thequotient p.s. G-module structureinduced
byM and the projectionp.
It will sometimes be the case that aG-moduleM comes equippedwith two p.s.G-module

structures, which we may denoteS1 andS2. LetMSi
denoteM equipped with structure

Si . We say that the two structures areequivalentif the identity map onM induces an

isomorphism of p.s.G-modulesMS1

id→MS2.

Definition 1.1.4. A freep-bounded G-module, or p.f.G-module, is a freeQ[G]-module
P = Q[G][S] with countable basisS �= ∅ equipped with a weight functionwS : S → R+.
The indexing set for the semi-norms onP is�P = {∗} equipped with trivialG action. The
unique semi-norm onP is∣∣∣∑ �igisi

∣∣∣=∑
|�i |(1+ |gisi |)

where|gs| = L(g)+ wS(s).

In the special caseS = {∗}, we adopt the convention that| ∗ | = 1. In particular, when
S = {∗} andG = {id}, this defines a semi-norm onP = Q given by |q|∗ = 2|q|. A p.f.
G-module is a p.s.G-module. To see this, note that (1.1.1)(i) is trivially satisfied because
the indexing set has only one element, and (1.1.1)(ii) follows from the inequality∣∣∣h (∑ �igisi

)∣∣∣=∑ |�i |(1+ |hgisi |)
�(1+ L(h))

∑
|�i |(1+ |gisi |).

Suppose now thatP = Q[G][S] is a p.f.G-module andM a p.s.G-module. Let�M be
the indexing set for the semi-norms onM and letT = {gs | g ∈ G, s ∈ S}. Associated to a
finite subsetU ⊆ T and an elementx ∈ �M is the semi-norm onPHom(P,M) given by

�(x,U)(f )=
∑
t∈U

�x(f (t)).

The indexing set for this collection of semi-norms is�M ×P(T ), whereP(T ) denotes the
set of finite subsets ofT . TheG-action onPHom(P,M) is given byg · f (p)= gf (g−1p),
and theG action on the index set�M ×P(T ) is given byg(x,U)= (gx, g−1U).
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Proposition 1.1.5.The above defines a p.s. G-module structure on PHom(P,M).

Proof. Forg, h ∈ G, the series of inequalities
�h(x′U)(g · f )= �(hx′,h−1U)(g · f )

=
∑
ti∈U

�hx′(gf (g
−1h−1ti ))

�C(1+ L(g))n

∑
ti∈U

�hgx(f (g
−1h−1ti ))


=C(1+ L(g))n�(hgx,g−1h−1U)(f )

=C(1+ L(g))n�hg(x,U)(f )

implies theG-action is p-bounded in the sense of Definition 1.1.1(ii). To verify (1.1.1)(i)
we suppose given numbers�i >0 and semi-norms�(xj ,Uj ),1�j�N . LetU =⋃jUj and

choosey ∈ �M and a constantC′ with
∑N

j=1�j�xj �C�y . LettingC = NC′, one has the
inequality

N∑
j=1

�j�(xj ,Uj )�C�(y,U). �

Proposition 1.1.6. If P = Q[G][S] is a p.f. G-module and M a p.s. G-module, then there
is an isomorphism of vector spaces overQ

PHomG(P,M) ∼= PHom(Q[S],M).

Proof. This is the p-bounded analogue of a standard fact from homological algebra. The
map from left to right is given by restriction to the subspaceQ[S]; this restriction map is
obviously p-bounded. Themap in the other direction is the inflation map.A p-boundedmap
f :Q[S] → M defines aG-module homomorphism̃f :P → M given on basis elements
by f̃ (gs)= gf (s). The inequalities

�hx′
(
f̃
(∑

�igisi
))

= �hx′
(∑

�igif (si)
)

�
∑

|�i |C(1+ L(gi))
n�hgix(f (si))

�
∑

|�i |C(1+ L(gi))
nC1C2(1+ |si |)n′

×(1+ L(h))n
′
(1+ L(gi))

n′

�(CC1)C2
(
1+

∣∣∣∑ �igisi
∣∣∣)n+n′(1+ L(h))n+n′

imply f̃ is p-bounded. �

Notes: (i) By the last proposition, the p.s. module structure onPHom(Q[S],M) deter-
mines one onPHomG(P,M). There is also the induced p.s. module structure coming from
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the inclusion ofPHomG(P,M) into PHom(P,M) as the fixed-point set under the action
of G. The indexing set for the first is�M ×P(S), which includes into that of the second,
which is�M ×P(T ). It is an easy exercise to verify that these two structures are equivalent
in the sense defined above.
(ii) Inspection of the proofs of the previous two propositions show thatf :P → M is

p-bounded precisely when it is p-bounded on the weighted setT , whereT is as in
Proposition 1.1.5. Iff isG-equivariant, then it lies inPHomG(P,M) precisely when it is a
G-module homomorphism which is p-bounded on the weighted setS.
We next discuss short-exact sequences.

Definition 1.1.7. An admissible monomorphismi :M ′�M of p.s. G-modules is a
G-module monomorphism where

(i) �M ′ = �M ;
(ii) the semi-norm�x onM

′ is given by the restriction of�x onM to im(i).

An admissible epimorphismM�M ′′ is an epimorphism which

(i) is a p.s.G-module homomorphism, and
(ii) admits a section of p.s. modules (i.e., a p-bounded homomorphism which is not neces-

sarily equivariant).

In particular, the semi-norms onM ′′ may be given separately and are not necessarily
induced by the semi-norms onM. A short-exact sequenceof p.s. G-modules

M ′ i� M
j
� M ′′

is thena short-exact sequenceofQ[G]-modules consisting of anadmissiblemonomorphism
followed by an admissible epimorphism.

Lemma 1.1.8. If P is a p.f. G-module andM ′ i� M
j
� M ′′ a short-exact sequence of p.s.

G-modules, then i and j induce a short-exact sequence

PHomG(P,M
′)

i∗� PHomG(P,M)
j∗� PHomG(P,M

′′)

ofQ-modules.

Proof. WriteP asQ[G][S]. By Proposition 1.1.6, the above sequence is isomorphic to the
sequence

PHom(Q[S],M ′)
i∗� PHom(Q[S],M) j∗� PHom(Q[S],M ′′)

obviously the first map is injective. The existence of a p-bounded section fromM ′′ toM
implies the surjectivity of the second map. Lastly, iff ∈ PHom(Q[S],M)maps to zero in
PHom(Q[S],M ′′), its image lies ini(M ′). Because the semi-norms onM ′ are induced by
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those onM via the inclusion, the unique mapf ′ :Q[S] → M ′ for whichf = i ◦ f ′ is also
p-bounded, and therefore an element ofPHom(Q[S],M ′). �

[Addendum to Lemma 1.1.8: Although it will not be needed for what follows, we note
that the short-exact sequence in the above Lemma is actually a short-exact sequence of p.s.
modules, where the p.s. module structure of each term is that described in the note following
Proposition 1.1.6.]
A p.s.G-complexis aQ[G]-complexM∗ = (M∗, d∗) where eachMn is a p.s.G-module

and each boundary mapdn :Mn → Mn−1 is a p.s.G-module homomorphism. A p.s.G-
cocomplexM∗ = (M∗, �∗) is defined in exactly the same manner, with�n :Mn → Mn+1.
Given a p.s.G-complexM∗ = (M∗, d∗) and a p.s.G-moduleM ′, we have a well-defined
cocomplex

PHomG(M∗,M ′)

with corresponding cohomology groupsPH ∗
G(M∗;M ′), which are the p-boundedG-

equivariant cohomology groups ofM∗ with coefficients inM ′.

Definition 1.1.9. A p.f. resolutionof Q overQ[G] is a resolution(R∗, d∗) of Q over
Q[G] where eachRn is a p.f.G-module and eachdn :Rn → Rn−1 a p.s.G-module
homomorphism. In addition, we require that(R∗, d∗) admits a p-bounded chain contraction
s∗ = {sn :Rn → Rn+1}n�0 as a p.s. complex.

The standard non-homogeneous bar resolution overQ, which we write as(EG)∗ =
C∗(EG.;Q), provides an example of such a resolution. Precisely, for eachn�0we identify
Cn(EG.;Q) as the free p.s.G-module on the setSn

Cn(EG.;Q)= Q[G][Sn]
whereSn = {(1, g1, g2, . . . , gn) ∈ EGn = (G)n+1} andG acts by left multiplication in the
left-most coordinate:

g(g0, g1, g2, . . . , gn)= (gg0, g1, g2, . . . , gn)

the weight function onSn is given by

fSn((1, g1, g2, . . . , gn))= 1+
n∑
i=1

LG(gi).

The differentialdn defined on basis elements by

dn(g0, g1, g2, . . . , gn)=
(
n−1∑
i=0
(−1)i(g0, . . . , gigi+1, . . . , gn)

)
+ (−1)n(g0, g1, . . . , gn−1)

is p-bounded for eachn, andG-equivariant. The standard sections∗ is defined on basis
elements by

sn((g0, g1, . . . , gn))= (1, g0, g1, . . . , gn)
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and is a p.s. module homomorphism for eachn�0. The groups

PH ∗(G;M) def= PH ∗
G(EG∗;M)

are the p-bounded group cohomology groups ofG with coefficients in a p.s.G-moduleM.
The following result extends the Comparison Theorem of[18].When there is no confusion,
we writeEG∗ for (EG)∗. However, for eachn, EGn is the setGn+1 while (EG)n =
Cn(EG;Q) is the freeQ-module onEGn.

Theorem 1.1.10(Comparison Theorem). Let(R∗, d∗) be a p.f. resolution ofQ overQ[G]
and M a p.s. G-module. Then there is an isomorphism

PH ∗
G(EG∗;M) ∼= PH ∗

G(R∗;M)=H ∗(PHomG(R∗,M), �∗)

Proof. As in [18], one forms the bi-complexEG∗ ⊗ R∗. Write (EG)p asQ[G][Sp] and
Rq asQ[G][Tq ]. The method of proof of Proposition 1.1.6 provides isomorphisms

PHom(Q[Sp] ⊗ Q[G][Tq ],M) ∼=PHomG(Q[G][Sp] ⊗ Q[G][Tq ],M)
∼=PHom(Q[G][Sp] ⊗ Q[Tq ],M) (1.1.11)

where theG-action onQ[G][Sp] ⊗ Q[G][Tq ] is the diagonal one. Now consider the bico-
complex formed by applyingPHomG( ,M) toEG∗ ⊗ R∗. Theqth row is

PHomG(EG∗ ⊗ Rq,M)= PHomG(EG∗ ⊗ Q[G][Tq ],M)
where the differential is the identity on the second coordinate. By the second isomorphism
in (1.1.11), the cohomology of this cocomplex is equal to the cohomology of the cocomplex

PHom(EG∗ ⊗ Q[Tq ],M).
The standard p-bounded chain contraction onEG∗ yields a cocontraction of this cocomplex
above dimension zero. The resulting cohomology groups are zero in positive dimensions,
with

PH 0G(EG∗ ⊗ Q[Tq ],M)=PHom(Q[Tq ],M)
∼=PHomG(Q[G][Tq ],M)
=PHomG(Rq,M).

Hencefiltrationby rowsproducesaspectral sequencewithE
0,∗
1 =PHomG(R∗,M),Ep,∗1 =0

for p>0, and soE0,∗2 = PH ∗
G(R∗;M), Ep,∗2 = 0 for p>0. Filtering by columns instead

of rows reverses the roles ofEG∗ andR∗, resulting in a spectral sequence withE∗,0
2 =

PH ∗
G(EG∗;M),E∗,q

2 = 0 for q >0. �

The next result will provide our main technical tool for studying the p-bounded group
cohomology of a groupG with coefficients in a p.s.G-module.

Theorem 1.1.12(SerreSpectralSequence). Let(K,LK)�(G,LG)�(N,LN)beashort-
exact sequence of groups with word-length andM ′ a p.s. N-module(M ′ is then also a p.s.
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G-module via the surjectionG�N ). In addition,M ′ is required to satisfy the hypothesis
(1.1.H)stated below. Then there is a first quadrant spectral sequence with

E
∗,∗
2 = {PHp

N(EN∗;PHq(BK∗;M ′))}p,q�0

converging toPH ∗
G(EG∗;M ′),with the natural transformationPH ∗()→ H ∗() inducing

a map of Serre spectral sequences in cohomology.

Proof. As above(EG)n = Q[G]⊗n+1 with theQ[G]-module structure induced by left
multiplication byG on the left-most coordinate. Tensoring overQ[K] with Q yields the
complex

Q[N ] ← Q[N ] ⊗ Q[G] ← Q[N ] ⊗ Q[G]⊗2 ← · · · . (1.1.13)

By the Comparison Theorem above, there are isomorphisms

PH ∗(BK∗;M ′) ∼=PH ∗
K((EK)∗;M ′) ∼= PH ∗

K((EG)∗;M ′)
∼= PH ∗(K\(EG)∗;M ′)

whereBK∗ = K\(EK)∗ andK\(EG)∗ is the complex in (1.1.13). Form the bicomplex
B∗,∗=EN∗⊗K\(EG)∗.Wewill abbreviate the(p, q)th termof this bicomplex asNp⊗Mq

whereNp=Q[N ]⊗p+1, Mq =Q[N ]⊗Q[G]⊗q . ApplyingPHomN(,M ′) and filtering by
rows produces a spectral sequence which, by the isomorphisms of (1.1.11), collapses at the
E

∗,∗
1 -term, with the only non-zero groups being

E
0,∗
1 = PHom∗

N(K\(EG)∗,M ′)= PHom∗
G((EG)∗,M ′).

ComputingE∗,∗
2 yieldsE0,∗2 =PH ∗

G(EG∗;M ′), Ep,∗2 = 0 for ∗>0.We now consider the
spectral sequence arising from filtration by columns. To compute theE

∗,∗
1 -term, we observe

that thepth column is the cocomplex

· · · →PHomN(Np ⊗Mq−1,M ′)1⊗�q−1−−−→PHomN(Np ⊗Mq,M
′)

1⊗�q−−→PHomN(Np ⊗Mq+1,M ′)→ · · · . (1.1.14)

TheQ[N ]-module structure onNp andMq is given by left multiplication byN in the
left-most coordinate, and theQ[N ]-module structure on the tensor product is the diagonal
one. In order to properly identify the cohomology of the sequence in (1.1.14), we will want
to take partial adjoints.

Lemma 1.1.15.For p.f. N-modulesP, P ′, and p.s. N-moduleM ′ there are natural iso-
morphisms of p.s. G-modules resp. p.s. modules

PHom(P ⊗ P ′,M ′) ∼= PHom(P,PHom(P ′,M ′))
PHomN(P ⊗ P ′,M ′) ∼= PHomN(P,PHom(P

′,M ′)).

Proof. Again, these isomorphisms are well-known in the non-p-bounded case. We write
T resp.T ′ for the orbit ofS resp.S′ underG. As vector spaces,P = Q[T ], P ′ = Q[T ′].
ThenP ⊗ P ′ = Q[T × T ′] with weight function determined by setting|(t, t ′)| = |t | + |t ′|.
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TheG action onT × T ′′ is the diagonal one. For an elementf ∈ PHom(P ⊗ P ′,M ′),
denote its partial adjoint on the right bỹf . Thusf̃ (gs)(g′s′)= f (gs, g′s′). Now suppose
f̃ :P → PHom(P ′,M ′) is p-bounded. Then there existsC1, n>0 depending only onf̃
andC2 depending only on(x′, U ′) such that

�g(x′,U ′)(f̃ (a))�C1C2(1+ |a|)n(1+ L(g))n

for all g ∈ G anda ∈ P . Given(t, t ′) ∈ T × T ′, seta = t andU ′ = {gt ′}. Then
�gx′(f (t, t

′))= �g(x′,{gt ′})(f̃ (t))�C1C2(1+ |t |)n(1+ L(g))n

impliesf is p-bounded onT × T ′, hence p-bounded. In the other direction, supposef is
p-bounded. As before, there areC′

1, n
′>0 depending only onf andC′

2 depending only
onx′ such that

�gx′(f (b))�C′
1C

′
2(1+ |b|)n′(1+ L(g))n

′

for all g ∈ G andb ∈ P ⊗ P ′. Then

�g(x′,U ′)(f̃ (t))=
∑
t ′i∈U ′

�gx′(f (t, g
−1t ′i ))

�
∑
t ′i∈U ′

C′
1C

′
2(1+ |(t, g−1t ′i )|)n

′
(1+ L(g))n

′

�D1D2(1+ |t |)n(1+ L(g))2n
′

whereD1= C′
1(
∑

t ′i∈U ′(1+ |t ′i |))n
′
is independent ofg andx′ andD2 = C′

2. This implies
f is p-bounded, which verifies the first isomorphism. The second follows from the first by
the fact that the two adjoint maps preserve theG-action, hence induce isomorphisms on
fixed-point sets. �

Accordingly we may rewrite (1.1.14) as

· · · → PHomN(Np,PHom(Mq−1,M ′))(�
q−1

)∗−−−→PHomN(Np,PHom(Mq,M
′))

(�q )∗−−→PHomN(Np,PHom(Mq+1,M ′))
(�q+1)∗−−−→· · · . (1.1.16)

where (�k)∗ is the map induced by�k :PHom(Mk,M
′) → PHom(Mk+1,M ′). Both

im(�k−1) andker(�k) are submodules ofPHom(Mk,M
′) closed under the action ofN ,

and so inherit a p.s.N -module structure via restriction (the p.s.N -module structure on
PHom(Mk,M

′) is that given by Proposition 1.1.5).

Proposition 1.1.17.There are equalities of p.s. N-modules

ker((�k)∗)= PHom(Np, ker(�
k))

im((�k−1)∗)= PHom(Np, im(�
k−1)). (1.1.18)

Proof. First,f :Np → PHom(Mk,M
′)maps to zero under(�k)∗ exactly whenim(f ) lies

in ker(�k). Secondly,f ∈ im((�k−1)∗) iff there existsf ′ ∈ PHom(Np,PHom(Mk−1,M ′))
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with f = f ′ ◦ �k−1. But f ′ ◦ �k−1 is a map fromNp to im(�k−1). This verifies the two
equalities on the level ofN -modules. They are equalities of p.s.N -modules because the p.s.
N -module structure on both sides is induced by the restriction of a single p.s.N -module
structure onPHom(Np,PHom(Mk,M

′)). �

In order to have an identifiableE∗∗
1 -term, we need an additional hypothesis. For ap-

plications below, we will state it in terms of a collection of hypotheses indexed on the
non-negative integers.

Hypothesis 1.1.H(k). For fixed k�0, ker(�k)/im(�k−1) = PHk(K;M ′) admits a p.s.
N -module structure for which

ker(�k)�PHk(K;M ′)

is an admissible epimorphism.

Hypothesis 1.1.H.Hypothesis 1.1.H(k) is true for allk�0.
Given thatim(�k−1)�ker(�k) is an admissible monomorphism with the p.s.N -module

structures as given above, this hypothesis is equivalent to the statement that

im(�k−1)�ker(�k)�PHk(K;M ′)

is a short-exact sequence of p.s.N -modules. Under these conditions, Lemma 1.1.8 implies
there is a corresponding short-exact sequence

PHomN(Np, im(�
k−1))�PHomN (Np, ker(�

k))�PHomN(Np, PH
k(K;M ′))

which together with (1.1.18) imply theE∗,∗
1 is given by

E
p,q
1 = PHomN(Np, PH

q(K;M ′)).

TheE∗∗
2 -term indicated in the statement of the theorem then follows as in the standard Serre

spectral sequence.�

A discrete group with word-length functionG has p-bounded A-cohomology(whereA is
a p.s.G-module) if the natural transformation of cohomology theoriesPH ∗

G(EG∗;A)→
H ∗
G(EG∗;A) is an isomorphism. It is natural to suppose that the class of groups with p-
bounded cohomology is closed under arbitrary extensions. The following corollary gives a
partial result in this direction.

Corollary 1.1.19. LetK�G�N beashort-exact sequenceof groupsequippedwithword-
length function, and let A be a p.s. N-module, such that hypothesis(1.1.H) is satisfied. If K
has p-bounded cohomology with coefficients in A, and N has p-bounded cohomology with
coefficients inPHi(K;A) = Hi(K;A) for all i , then G has p-bounded cohomology with
coefficients in A.

Proof. The natural transformation from p-bounded cohomology to cohomology with coef-
ficients inA induces a map of Leray–Serre spectral sequences. With the given hypothesis,
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there is an isomorphism ofE∗,∗
2 -terms, where theE

∗,∗
2 -term for p-bounded cohomology is

given in Theorem 1.1.12. By spectral sequence comparison, the result follows.�

Before giving the main application of this spectral sequence, we will need a technical
lemma.

Lemma 1.1.20.Hypothesis1.1.H(k) is satisfied fork = 0 andk = 1.

Proof. Whenk = 0, �k−1 = �−1 = 0 andker(�k)�PHk(K;M ′) is an isomorphism. So
Hypothesis 1.1.H(0) is trivially satisfied.Tohandle the casek=1,we recall that the inclusion
K�G induces a p-bounded inclusion of complexes

(BK)∗ =K\(EK)∗ ↪→ K\(EG)∗. (1.1.21)

Claim 1.1.22. The inclusion of(1.1.21)induces an admissible epimorphism of p.s. cocom-
plexes

(M∗, �∗)= (PHom(K\(EG)∗,M ′), �∗)�(PHom(K\(EK)∗,M ′), �∗K). (1.1.23)

Proof. Let � : S ↪→ S′ be an inclusion of sets. We also assume givenR+-valued maps
fS, fS′ withfS=fS′ ◦�. LetP resp.P ′ be thep.f.modulegeneratedby(S, fS) resp.(S′, fS′).
We also suppose given a p-bounded surjectionp : S′�S with p ◦ � = id. This surjection
induces an admissible epimorphismP ′�P which we also denote byp. Then for any p.s.
moduleM ′, � induces an admissible epimorphism�∗ :PHom(P ′,M ′)�PHom(P,M ′)with
section equal top∗. In fact, if � :P → M ′ is p-bounded, then so is�′ = � ◦ p :P ′ →
M ′, and� ∈ PHom(P ′,M ′) maps to� under�∗, proving the surjectivity of�∗. For � ∈
PHom(P ′,M ′) the equality�(x,U)(�∗(�)) = �(x,�(U))(�) implies the p-boundedness of�∗.
In the other direction the sequence

�(x,U ′)(p
∗(�))=

∑
s′i∈U ′

�x(p
∗(�)(s′i ))

=
∑
s′i∈U ′

�x(�(p(s
′
i ))�C2�(x,U)(�)

whereU=p(U ′)andC2=|U |<∞ implies thep-boundednessofp∗. Thus� is anadmissible
epimorphism.

Returning to the short-exact sequenceK
i� G

p
� N , we fix a bounded section of sets

s :N�G; giveng ∈ G we denote the productg(s(p(g)))−1 by �(g). For eachq�0 we
have an inclusion of sets

iq :EKq�EGq

induced byi and a projection of sets

pq :EGq�EKq

(g0, g1, . . . , gq)  −→ (�(g0), �(g0)−1�(g0g1), . . . , �(g0g1, . . . , gq−1)−1�(g0g1 . . . gq)).
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The following properties are easily verified:

(i) iq andpq are equivariant w.r.t. left multiplication byK in the left-most coordinate,
hence descend to maps

īq :K\EKq = BKq ↪→ K\EGq
p̄q :K\EGq�BKq

(ii) pq ◦ iq = id for eachq, implying p̄q ◦ īq = id for eachq.
(iii) p̄∗ = {p̄q} andī∗ = {īq} are chain maps.
Now (BK)q = Q[BKq ] and(K\EG)q = Q[K\EGq ] are the p.f. modules generated

respectively by the weighted sets(Kq, L(K\K)q) and(K\G×Gq,L(K\G)q), where

L(K\K)q(k1, . . . , kq)= 1+
q∑
i=1

LK(ki),

L(K\G)q(ḡ0, g1, . . . , gq)= 1+ L̄G(g0)+
q∑
i=1

LG(gi),

L̄G(g0)=min
k∈K{LG(kg0)}.

By what we have shown above, we conclude that for any p.s.N -moduleM ′, the map

(īq)
∗ :PHom((K\EG)q,M ′)�PHom((BK)q,M

′)

is an admissible epimorphism of p.s. modules for eachq with section given byp∗
q . As both

ī∗ andp̄∗ are chain maps, their duals(ī∗)∗ and(p̄∗)∗ are cochain maps, which proves the
claim. �

We consider the following diagram:

(1.1.24)

where�∗K resp.�
∗ are the coboundary maps appearing in (1.1.23), and the surjections resp.

injections in the diagram are those induced by(ī∗)∗ resp.(p̄∗)∗. The epimorphism(ī∗)∗
induces an isomorphism in cohomology by theComparisonTheorem, and(ī∗)∗◦(p̄∗)∗=id,
implying ī(1) andp̄(1) are isomorphisms, and inverses of each other. Also�0K = 0 since
theK-module structure onM ′ is trivial, implying the left vertical map is the identity as
indicated. Denote the compositionp(1) ◦ i(1) by Pr. Then forf ∈ ker(�1), Pr(f ) is
given by the formula

Pr(f )(g0, g1)= f (1, �(g0)−1�(g0g1))
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whereg0 denotes the equivalence class ofg0 inK\G=N . NowPHom(Q[N ×G],M ′) is
a p.s.N -module with semi-norms indexed on the set�M ′ ×P(N ×G). Bothker(�1) and
im(�0) inherit a p.s.N -module structure via the inclusion into this p.s.N -module, inducing
a quotient p.s.N -module structure onker(�1)/im(�0). Denoting the equivalence class of
f in this quotient by[f ], we have

�(x,U)([f ])=min{�(x,U)(f ′) | [f ′] = [f ]}
From the commutativity of the above diagram, we see that[f ′] = [f ] impliesPr(f ′) =
Pr(f ). We claim that the map[f ]  → Pr(f ) is a monomorphism of p.s. modules. In fact,
we have an inequality

�(x,U)(P r(f ))� |U |�(x,P r(U))(f )= |U |�(x,P r(U))([f ])

wherePr(U) denotes the image ofU ⊂ N ×G under the compositionN ×G
p̄1�{id} ×

K�N × G; this implies the result. Since we have already shown it is a splitting of the
surjectionker(�1)�ker(�1)/im(�0), we conclude that this surjection is an admissible
epimorphism of p.s.N -modules, completing the proof of Lemma 1.1.20.�
An immediate consequence of this Lemma is the following 5-term sequence in p-bounded

group cohomology.

Theorem 1.1.25(5-term sequence). Let (K,LK)�(G,LG)�(N,LN) be a short-exact
sequence of groups with word-length, andM ′ a p.s. N-module. Then there is a short-exact
sequence

0→PH 1(N;M ′)→ PH 1(G;M ′)→ PH 0(N;PH 1(K;M ′))
→PH 2(N;M ′)→ PH 2(G;M ′). (1.1.26)

Proof. The proof follows exactly as in ordinary group cohomology by Lemma 1.1.20 and
Theorem 1.1.12. �

1.2. The obstruction to injectivity

Recall that the natural transformationPH ∗(G;Q)→ H ∗(G;Q) induces a map of dual
vector spaces(H ∗(G;Q))∗ → (PH ∗(G;Q))∗, and that a group satisfies property (PC3)
if the composition

�∗(G) :H∗(G;Q)→ (H ∗(G;Q))∗ → (PH ∗(G;Q))∗ (1.2.1)

is injective for all∗�0.
In this section we will work with a short-exact sequence of groups with word-length

(F ′, LF ′)�(F, LF )�(G,LG) (1.2.2)

whereF = FS is a free group on a generating setS,LF is the word-length metric induced
by a functionfS : S → N+ and (1.2.2) is the short-exact sequence of groups with word-
length associated to the short-exact sequence of groupsF ′�F�G and the word-length
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metricLF . The Serre spectral sequence in homology with coefficients in a moduleM has
E2∗,∗-term

E2p,q =Hp(G;Hq(F ′;M))
and converges toH∗(F ;M). In general,M is a non-trivialF -module; we use the same
notation for theE2∗,∗-term whether or not the corresponding action ofG onHq(F ′;M) is
trivial. NowH∗(F ;M)=H∗(F ′;M)= 0 for ∗>1. From this vanishing we conclude

Proposition 1.2.3. For all coefficient modules M, there are isomorphisms

Hp(G;M) ∼=→Hp−2(G;H1(F ′;M)) p�3

and an injection

H2(G;M)�H0(G;H1(F ′;M)).

We defineG-modules inductively as follows:

(1.2.4.i) B0 = Q with trivial G-module structure,
(1.2.4.ii) Bm =H1(F

′;Bm−1), with diagonalG-module structure.
Note thatB1=H1(F

′;Q), and form>1 there is a natural isomorphism

Bm ∼= Hm((F
′)m;Q) ∼= ⊗mH1(F

′;Q)

equipped with the diagonal conjugation action ofF . The action ofF onBm induced by this
action ofF on⊗mH1(F

′;Q) factors by the projection toG.

Proposition 1.2.5.There are isomorphisms

H2m(G;Bn)
∼=→H2m−2(G;Bn+1) m�2

and an injection

H2(G;Bn)�H0(G;Bn+1).

Proof. This is a direct application of the previous proposition withM = Bn, asBn+1 =
H1(F

′;Bn). �

Starting atH2m(G;Q), this proposition produces a sequence

H2m(G;Q) ∼= H2m−2(G;B1) ∼= · · · ∼= H2(G;Bm−1)�H0(G;Bm) (1.2.6)

where the maps in the sequence arise as differentials in theE2∗,∗-term of the appropriate
Serre spectral sequence.
A similar result holds for cohomology.
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Proposition 1.2.7. For all coefficient modules M, there are isomorphisms

Hp−2(G;H 1(F ′;M)) ∼=→Hp(G;M) p�3

and a surjection

H 0(G;H 1(F ′;M))�H 2(G;M).

Let B∗
m = HomQ(Bm,Q) denote the dual ofBm, with G-module structure given by

gh(x)= h(g−1x). The dual of Proposition 1.2.5 is

Proposition 1.2.8.There are isomorphisms

H 2m−2(G;B∗
n+1)

∼=→H 2m(G;B∗
n) m�2

and a surjection

H 0(G;B∗
n+1)�H 2(G;B∗

n).

This yields a sequence

H 0(G,B∗
m)�H 2(G;B∗

m−1) ∼= H 4(G;B∗
m−2) ∼= · · · ∼= H 2m(G;Q). (1.2.9)

Again, the maps in the sequence occur as differentials in theE
∗,∗
2 -term of the appropriate

Serre spectral sequence.
Denote the composition in (1.2.6) byim and the composition in (1.2.9) byjm. The fol-

lowing commuting diagram derives from standard properties of the Serre spectral sequence.

(1.2.10)

LetA∗
0 = Q, and inductively set

A∗
m = PH 1(F ′;A∗

m−1) (1.2.11)

form�1. For eachm, a p.s.G-module structure onA∗
m−1 induces a p.s.G-module structure

onA∗
m, as shown in Lemma 1.1.20. This gives it a p.s.F -module structure via the projection

F�G, which when restricted toF ′ produces a p.s.F ′-module structure where the action
of F ′ on both the module and indexing set is trivial. We will examine this structure in
more detail later on, noting for now only its existence. Thus starting with the trivial p.f.G-
module structure onA∗

0 as indicated following (1.1.4), we get a p.s.G-module structure on
eachA∗

m.
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Lemma 1.2.12.For all m�0 there is a Serre spectral sequence

E
p,q
2 = PHp(G;PHq(F ′;A∗

m))

converging toPHp+q(F ;A∗
m).Moreover, PH

q(F ′;A∗
m)= 0 for q >1.

Proof. RecallF is a free group with basisS where it is assumed thatS ∩ S−1 = ∅. There
is aQ[F ]-free resolution ofQ

MS
�→Q[F ] → Q (1.2.13)

whereMS = Q[F ][S] is the freeQ[F ]-module onS,Q[F ] the freeQ[F ]-module on the
single generator [1], andMS → Q[F ] is theQ[F ]-module map defined on basis elements
by�([x])= (x−1). The map� induces an isomorphism betweenMS and the augmentation
idealI [F ]. We denote this “short complex” in (1.2.13) byR∗(F ). Forx ∈ S∐ S−1, set

	(x)=
{ [x] if x ∈ S,
−x[x−1] if x−1 ∈ S.

Eachg ∈ F admits a unique reduced word representationg = x1x2 . . . xn wherexi ∈
S
∐
S−1 for eachi. Defines0 :Q[F ] → MS as theQ-vector space map given on basis

elements by

s0(g[1])= s0(x1x2 . . . xn[1])=
n∑
j=1

x1x2 . . . xj−1	(xj ).

The fact thatLF is a word-length metric implies|x1x2 . . . xj−1	(xj )|�2L(g) for eachj ,
and also thatL(g)�n. From this, one concludes that for eachm ∈ N there is a sequence
of inequalities

|s0(g)|�n(1+ 2L(g))�(1+ 2L(g))2

which in turn impliess0 is p.s. module homomorphism with respect to the p.f.F -module
semi-norms onQ[F ] resp.Q[F ][S]. Since� is easily seen to be a p.s.F -module homo-
morphism, we conclude that the short complex described above is a p.f. resolution ofQ

overQ[F ].

Proposition 1.2.14.LetF ′ be a subgroup of F with induced metric. Then

PH ∗(F ′;A) ∼= PH ∗
F ′(R∗(F );A)

for any p.s.F ′-module A.

Proof. As the functionfS isN+-valued, so is the word-length metricLF . Let T = F ′\F
denote the right coset space, andp :F�T the natural projection. DefinefT : T → R+ by
fT (F

′g) =min{LF (f ′g) |f ′ ∈ F ′}. Note that asLF isN+-valued, so isfT . Thus for all
g ∈ F , there exists anf ′

g ∈ F ′ with fT (F ′g)= LF (f
′
gg). Choosing such anf

′
g for eachg

and writingF ′g ∈ T asḡ, we sets(ḡ) = f ′
gg. Also, we will write fT×S for the function
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T × S " (t, s)  → fT (t)+ fS(s). Finally forg ∈ F we denoteg(s(ḡ))−1 ∈ F ′ by �(g), as
before. By construction,LF (�(g))�2LF (g).We now consider themorphism of complexes

(1.2.15)

The top row isR∗(F ). Denote the bottom row bỹR∗(F ′). The p.f.F ′-module structure on
Q[F ′][T × S] resp.Q[F ′][T ] is that induced by the functionfT×S resp.fT , and the left
action ofF ′ onQ[F ′]. The maps�i and their inverses are defined as

�1(g[s])= �(g)[ḡ, s], �−1
1 (g′[ḡ, s])= g′s(ḡ)[s],

�0(g)= �(g)[ḡ], �−1
0 (g′[ḡ])= g′s(ḡ). (1.2.16)

It is easily verified that�−1
i is non-increasing in norm, while�i increases the norm by no

more than a factor of three. Defining

d ′1= �0 ◦ d1 ◦ �−1
1

s′0 = �1 ◦ s0 ◦ �−1
0

in diagram (1.2.15) makes�∗ a p-boundedQ[F ′]-module isomorphism of complexes with
p-bounded inverse. Moreover, the p-boundedness of�∗ and�−1

∗ make the contractions′0
p-bounded. Thus̃R∗(F ′) satisfies the hypothesis of the Comparison Theorem.We then have
isomorphisms

PH ∗(F ′;A) ∼= PH ∗
F ′(R̃∗(F ′);A) ∼= PH ∗

F ′(R∗(F );A)

by the Comparison Theorem, together with the p-boundedness of�∗ and its inverse. �

The complexR∗(F ) is zero above dimension one. Thus

Corollary 1.2.17. For all (free) subgroupswithword-length function(F ′, LF ′) of (F, LF ),
(LF ′ = (LF )|F ′) and p.s.F ′-modules M, PH ∗(F ′;M)= 0 for ∗�2.

Wenow return to thebicomplexused in theproof ofTheorem1.1.12.Referring to (1.1.18),
we see that Corollary 1.2.17 impliesker(�k) = im(�k−1) for all k�2, so that Hypothesis
1.1.H(k) is trivially satisfied fork�2. By Lemma 1.1.20, Hypothesis 1.1.H(k) is always
satisfied fork = 0 andk = 1. Consequently Hypothesis 1.1.H is satisfied as stated, and
Theorem 1.1.12 applies, completing the proof of Lemma 1.2.12.�
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Corollary 1.2.18. There is a sequence

PH 0(G;A∗
m)�PH 2(G;A∗

m−1) ∼= PH 4(G;A∗
m−2) ∼= · · · ∼= PH 2m(G;Q)

(1.2.19)

where the maps in the sequence occur as differentials in theE
∗,∗
2 -term of the appropriate

Serre spectral sequence for p-bounded cohomology.

The proof is exactly as before, given the previous lemma. The natural transformation
PH ∗(G;A)→ H ∗(G;A) induces an equally natural transformation

(H ∗(G;A))∗ → (PH ∗(G;A))∗.
Together with (1.2.6) and the duals of (1.2.9) and (1.2.19) we arrive at the following com-
muting diagram which is an extension of (1.2.10):

(1.2.20)

The injectivity of the horizontal arrows follows from what we have already shown. Recall
property (PC3) is the statement

�∗(G) :H∗(G;Q)→ (H ∗(G;Q))∗ → (PH ∗(G;Q))∗ (1.2.21)

is injective for all∗�0.

Proposition 1.2.22. If the composition

�m(G) :H0(G;Bm)�(H 0(G;B∗
m))

∗ → (PH 0(G;A∗
m))

∗

is injective for allm�0, then�2m(G) is injective for allm�0.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (1.2.20).�

1.3. Analysis of the obstruction

Proposition 1.2.22 above identifies a condition sufficient to guarantee injectivity of�n(G)
in even dimensions, and a similar analysis works in odd dimensions after crossingGwithZ.
The purpose of this section is to indicate the relationship between the injectivity of�m(G)
and the first Dehn function ofG whenG is finitely-presented. In dimension 2 (cf. Theorem
2.1.3 below),�(G,LG) is an isomorphism with arbitrary coefficients when the first Dehn
function ofG is of polynomial type. In higher dimensions, the injectivity of�m(G) follows
if one can show that a certain natural class of projection maps are admissible epimorphisms
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(Theorem 1.3.5 below). This section is in preliminary form; a sequel to this paper will
contain a much more detailed analysis of Conjecture A, along with complete proofs of the
results stated in this section.
We begin by recalling the definition of Dehn functions. LetP = 〈S|W〉 be a finite

presentation of a discrete groupG. Then there is a short-exact sequence

F ′�F�G (1.3.1)

whereF is the free group on the (finite) set of generatorsS andF ′ the subgroup of
F normally generated by the (finite) set of relatorsW. We takeLF to be the standard
word-length metric onF which takes the value 1 on each generator, withLG the standard
word-length function onG induced byLF and the projectionF�G. Forw ∈ W, denote
its image inF ′ by w̄. Any elementy ∈ F ′ may be written as

y = w̄
x1
1 w̄

x2
2 . . . w̄

xn
n (1.3.2)

where for eachi, w±1
i ∈ W, xi ∈ F andw̄x = xw̄x−1. Theareaof y, writtenAreaP(y),

is the minimum numbern such thaty can be written as in (1.3.2). A mapf :N → N is
called anisoperimetric functionfor the presentation if

AreaP(y)�f (n)

for all relationsy with LF (y)�n. Among all isoperimetric functions associated toP there
is a minimal one,fP, referred to as theDehn functionof the presentationP.
Dehn functions are due to Gersten[4,5]. We say that the Dehn function is ofpolynomial

typeif it is bounded above by a polynomial function.
Some notation. We will writeH1(F ′;Q) asR = R(1), and in general forn�1 denote

⊗nH1(F
′;Q)byR(n). Recall that as a subgroupofF ,F ′ is normally generated by elements

of the form (w̄)g wherew ∈ W and g ∈ F . The image of(w̄)g in H1(F ′;Q) only
depends on̄w and the image ofg ∈ G. ThusR is spanned as a vector space overQ by
{[(w̄)g]}w∈W,g∈G, where[(w̄)g] denotes the image of(w̄)g ∈ F ′ under the canonical map
F ′ → R. From this we see there is a natural surjection

Q[G][W]�R, (g,w)  → [(w̄)g]. (1.3.3)

LetP(n)=⊗n(Q[G][W]). Themap in (1.3.3) induces a surjection ofn-fold tensor products

pn :P(n)�R(n), ((g1, w1), . . . , (gn,wn))
pn →([(w̄1)g1], . . . , [(w̄n)gn ]). (1.3.4)

Theword-length function onF ′ induces aweight function onW; together with theword-
length function onG we get a p.f.G-module structure onP(n). This induces a (quotient)
p.s.G-module structure onR(n), where in both cases theG-action is the diagonal one. Let
Tn =∏n

1(G × W), so thatP(n) = Q[Tn]. For eachx ∈ Tn, let [x] denote its image in
H0(G;P(n)) = P(n)G, and[pn(x)] its image inR(n)G. For [pn(x)] �= 0, letZ[pn(x)] be
the copy ofZ generated by this element. Again, the p.s.G-module structure above induces
a quotient p.s. module structure onR(n)G, and so by restriction a p.s. module structure
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on Z[pn(x)] for each[pn(x)] �= 0. Finally for each such[pn(x)] we may restrict the
p.s. module structure onR(n)G to Z[pn(x)]. It is not hard to show that this is the same
as the p.f. module structure induced by the (quotient) length function onZ[pn(x)]. Note
that for eachx there is a canonical word-length metric onZx = the subgroup ofP(n)
generated byx and a projectionZx → Z[pn(x)] which is an isomorphism of abelian
groups.

Theorem 1.3.5. If the projection mappx :Zx → Z[pn(x)] is an admissible epimorphism
for eachx with [pn(x)] �= 0, then the map�n(G) is injective.

We give a sketch of the proof; a more detailed proof (including a proof of the two
technical lemmas below) will appear in the sequel. The hypothesis of the theorem im-
plies that the projection mapZx → Z[pn(x)] is a p-equivalence (i.e., a p-bounded isomor-
phism of p.s. modules). This in turn implies that the p-bounded homomorphismZx →
Q induced by the inclusion ofZ into Q (equipped with standard p.f. module structure)
factors by the projectionpx . Denote the p-bounded homomorphismZ[pn(x)] → Q by
�[pn(x)]. Now let V be a subspace ofR(n)G spanned by afinite number of elements{[pn(x1)], [pn(x2)], . . . , [pn(xn)]}. ThenV inherits a p.s. module structure from its em-
bedding intoR(n)G.

Lemma 1.3.6. Let 0 �= a ∈ V . Then there exists1� i�n and a p-bounded extension
� :V → Q of�[pn(xi )] :Z[pn(xi )] → Q with�(a) �= 0.

Lemma 1.3.7. If V is a finite-dimensional subspace ofR(n)G and� :V → Q a p-bounded
homomorphism, then� extends to a p-bounded homomorphism� :R(n)G → Q.

The proof of Lemma 1.3.6 uses in an essential way the fact thatV is finite-dimensional,
while Lemma 1.3.7 is an analogue of the Hahn–Banach theorem. Together they imply
Theorem 1.3.5. For suppose 0�= y ∈ H0(G;Bn) = R(n)G. Because homology has finite
supports, the image ofy lies in a finite-dimensional subspace of the type considered in
Lemma 1.3.6, which guarantees the existence of a p-bounded homomorphism� :V → Q

with �(y) �= 0. By Lemma 1.3.7, this homomorphism may be extended over all ofR(n)G,
yielding an element ofPH 0(G;A∗

n) which pairs non-trivially with the image ofy. This
implies�n(G)(y) �= 0. Varyingy then implies the injectivity of�n(G).
One may consider a hypothesis similar to that in Theorem 1.3.5, but without passing to

G-coinvariants. Forx ∈ Tn, pn(x) denotes the image inR(n). If pn(x) �= 0, we denote by
Zpn(x) the copy ofZ in R(n) generated bypn(x), and byZx the corresponding copy ofZ
in P(n) generated byx.

Theorem 1.3.8.Suppose that G is a finitely-presented groupwith Dehn function of polyno-
mial type. Then for eachn�1 andx ∈ Tn with pn(x) �= 0, the projection mappn induces
an equivalence of p.s. modulesZx → Zpn(x).

In fact, the condition on the Dehn function ofG directly implies the result forn= 1, and
the result forn>1 follows directly from the casen= 1.
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It follows from Theorem B of the introduction (proved below in Section 2) that�1(G) is
an injection when the first Dehn function is of polynomial type. In fact, using the five-term
exact sequence the hypothesis of Theorem 1.3.5 is easily verified in this case. However,
unlike the situation in Theorem 1.3.8, the casen>1 in Theorem 1.3.5 does not follow in
any obvious way from the casen= 1.

1.4. The map�1(G,LG)

As we have observed in the introduction,�i (G,LG) depends only onG and the choice
of length function. Thus ifG is generated by a setS andLG is the word-length function
determined by a functionf : S → N+ (i.e., by the word-length metricLF determined byf
on the free groupF generated byS, together with the natural surjectionF�G) thenLG and
so also�i (G,LG) is independent of the choice of relator setW in a presentationP =〈S|W 〉
of G which usesS as the set of generators. We verify Theorem B of the introduction by
proving the following three Lemmas.Weassume thatGab, the abelianization ofG, is finitely
generated.

Lemma 1.4.1. Let Ḡ=Gab/G
torsion
ab . Then there is a system of generatorsS̄ for Ḡ and a

weight functionf̄ : S̄ → N+ for which�1(Ḡ, LḠ) is injective,whereLḠ is the word-length
function determined bȳf .

Proof. By the assumption onGab, Ḡ ∼= Zr for some finite integerr�0. Let S̄ =
{x̄1, . . . , x̄r} be a basis forḠ, and setfS̄(x̄i) = 1 for all i. Let LḠ be the word-length
function determined byfS̄ (in other words, the standard word-length function associated
with this set of generators). Then�1(Ḡ, LḠ) is an isomorphism as observed above.�

Lemma 1.4.2.GivenS̄ andfS̄ as in the previous Lemma, there exists a generating set S
for G and proper functionf : S → N+ so that(G,LG)�(Ḡ, LḠ) is surjection of groups
with word-length function.

Proof. We first choose a set of elementsS′ ⊂ G which maps isomorphically tōS ⊂ Ḡ

under the surjectionG�Ḡ, and setfS′(x′i )=fS̄(x̄i)wherex′i ∈ S′ maps tox̄i . LetS′′ be an
arbitrary set of generators forker(G�Ḡ) and letfS′′ : S′′ → N+ a proper function onS′′.
ThenS = S′

∐
S′′ is a generating set forG equipped with proper functionf = fS′

∐
fS′′ .

SettingLG to be the word-length function determined byf completes the proof.�

Lemma 1.4.3.Suppose� : (G,LG)→ (H,LH ) is a p-bounded homomorphism of groups
with word-length function. If �1 :H1(G;Q) → H1(H ;Q) and�1(H, LH ) are injective,
then�1(G, LG) is injective.

Proof. This follows from the naturality of�1(G, LG) with respect to p-bounded homo-
morphisms of groups equipped with word-length function.�

Taking(H,LH )= (Ḡ, LḠ), these three Lemmas together imply Theorem B.
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2. Higher Dehn functions

2.1. Dehn functions and simplicial resolutions

We begin by considering a variant of the Dehn function associated to a presentation. As
already noted, an elementw ∈ F ′ can be written as

w = w
x1
1 w

x2
2 . . . w

xn
n (2.1.1)

where for eachi, w±1
i ∈ W andxi ∈ F , andAreaP(w) is the minimum numbern such

thatw can be written as in (2.1.1). Analogously, defineArea′P(w) as the smallest integer
m′ such thatw can be written as in (2.1.1) withm′ =∑k

i=1L(wi)+ 2L(xi). Letf ′
P be the

minimal isoperimetric function defined usingArea′P instead ofAreaP. The inequalities
AreaP�Area′P andfP�f ′

P are obvious. The following result is due to Gersten[8].

Lemma 2.1.2. LetM =max{L(w) |w ∈ W}. Then
f ′
P(n)�(2M)fP(n)2+ (2n+M)fP(n).

Inpreparation forwhat follows,wewill need to recall some terminologyandconstructions
used in[18]. For standard properties of simplicial sets, we refer the reader to[12].
For a simplicial group
. set


−1
n = 
n,


kn =
k⋂
i=0

ker(�i :
n�
n−1) for k�0, n�1,


00 = �1(
01).

For 0�k <n andn�1 there is a split short-exact sequence


kn�
k−1n

�k�
k−1n−1

with the splitting induced by the restriction ofsk to 
k−1n−1. Whenk = n there is an exact
sequence


nn�
n−1n

�n→
n−1n−1
and the Kan extension property implies

�n(
.)= 
nn/(�n+1(
nn+1))

where
. is viewed here as a simplicial set with basepoint 1∈ 
0. One also has

�0(
.)= 
0/
00.

Wesay that
. is aresolutionif �n(
.)=0 for alln>0. This is equivalent to the condition
that
n−1n

�n→
n−1n−1 is a surjection for alln�1 (note that it need not be a split-surjection).
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A simplicial group
. equipped with word-length functionL. is a simplicial group
.=
{[n]  → 
n}n�0 whereLn is a word-length function on
n for eachn, and all face and
degeneracymapsarep-bounded.Thesimplicial group togetherwith itsword-length function
will be written as a pair(
., L.). A word-length function on an augmented simplicial group

.+ is a word-length functionL. on the associated simplicial group
. (
n=
+

n for n�0)
together with a word-length functionL−1 on
−1 induced byL0 and the augmentationmap
� :
0�
−1. The resulting augmented simplicial group together with word-length function
iswritten as(
.+, L.+). The associated simplicial groupwithword-length function(
., L.)
is gotten by restricting to simplicial dimensionsn�0. A map� of simplicial or augmented
simplicial groups is p-boundedif it is p-bounded in each simplicial degree.
Occasionally we need to keep track of generating sets, in which case they are included in

the notation.As always, we assume generating sets are countable.We call(F,X, L) atriple
whenF is the free group with basisX equipped with a functionf :X → N+, andLF is
the word-length metric induced byf . This definition extends to the augmented simplicial
setting.A triple(
.+,X.+, L.+) indicates (i)(
 .+, L.+) is an augmented simplicial group
with word-length, (ii)(
n,Xn, Ln) is a triple for eachn�0 and (iii)
−1 is generated by
X−1=X0.We do not put any additional restriction on the face and degeneracy maps when
including a generating setX.+ (although in practice it can always be arranged forX.+ to
be closed under degeneracies).
For an augmented simplicial group
.+, we will denote the kernelker(
.+�
−1) of

the simplicial augmentation map as
(�).+. This is an augmented simplicial subgroup of

.+ with 
(�)−1= {1}.
We say that a free resolution (
.+, L.+) or (
.+,X.+, L.+) is typeP(m) if 
(�).+,

viewed as asimplicial set, admits a simplicial contraction through dimension(m − 1)
which is p-bounded in each degree (with respect toL.+). The resolution istypeP if 
(�).+
admits a simplicial contraction (of simplicial sets) which is p-bounded in all degrees. Type
P is slightly stronger than being typeP(m) for all m.

Theorem 2.1.3. If G is a finitely-presented group with polynomial Dehn functionfG, then
�2(G,LstG) is an isomorphism.

Proof. Asabove,wedenote the finite set of generators ofGbySand thefinite set of relators
byW. Let 
0 be the free group onX0 = S, and
1 the free group onX1 = S

∐
W.

Let � :
0�G be the obvious projection. The natural inclusionX0 ↪→ X1 determines
a monomorphisms0 :
0�
1. Define�i on
1 (i = 0,1) as the unique homomorphism
determined on generators by

�i (s)= s if s ∈ S, i = 0,1
�0(w),=id, �1(w)= w̄ (2.1.4)

wherew̄ denotesw viewed as an element of
0. Form�2 let
m be the free group on

Xm =
∐

{s(X1)}
where the coproduct is over all iterated degeneracies from dimension 1 to dimensionm.
Finally let
−1=G. The partial simplicial structure on{
n}−1�n�1 defined above admits
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a unique extension to an augmented simplicial structure on
.+ = {
n}n�−1. The word-
length functionL.+ = {Ln}n�−1 on
.+ is the standard one in dimensions−1 and 0. In
dimension 1 it is the metric determined by the functionx  → L0(x), w  → L0(w̄) where
x ∈ S andw ∈ W. In dimensions�2 it is the unique metric defined on generators by
Lm(s(x)) = L1(x) wherex ∈ X1 ands is an iterated degeneracy from
1 to 
m. Then
(
.+, L.+) is an augmented free p-bounded simplicial group which is(G,L−1 = LG) in
dimension−1, and equipped with a word-length metric in non-negative degrees.

Claim 2.1.5. If the Dehn function of G is polynomial, then there is ap-bounded section of
setss′1 :
00�
01 which is a left-inverse to�1 restricted to


0
1.

Proof. As 
00 = ker(�) is the subgroup of
0 normally generated by the relatorsW, an
elementw̄ ∈ 
00 may be written

w̄ = w̄
x1
1 w̄

x2
2 . . . w̄

xn
n (2.1.6)

as in (2.1.1), wherexi ∈ 
0 andw
±
i ∈ W ⊂ X1. We use the convention of (2.1.4) to

distinguish betweenw ∈ W andw̄ = �1(w) ∈ 
0. A p-bounded sections′1 exists if and
only if there are constantsC, n>0 such that for allw ∈ 
00, there exists a choice ofwi and
xi in (2.1.6) for which

L1(w
s0(x1)
1 w

s0(x2)
2 . . . ws0(xn)n )�C(1+ L0(w))

n.

Since

L1(w
s0(x1)
1 w

s0(x2)
2 . . . ws0(xn)n )�

n∑
j=1

L1(wi)+ 2L0(xi). (2.1.7)

Gersten’s Lemma 2.1.4 implies the left-hand side of (2.1.7) is quadratically bounded by the
Dehn functionfG of G. ThenfG polynomial implies the claim. �

Continuing with the proof of Theorem 2.1.3, we see that(
.+, L.+) is typeP(1) as de-
fined above. By TheoremA.1 of the appendix, there is an inclusion of augmented simplicial
groups with word-length (and generating sets)

(
.+,X.+, L.+) ↪→ (
̃.
+
, X̃.+, L̃.+)

where(
̃.
+
, X̃.+, L̃.+) is a typeP resolution and̃
i=
i for i=0,1. Now setDn(
.,Q)=

PH 1(
n−1;Q) for n�1, and 0 forn = 0. Similarly, letEn(
.,Q) = H 1(
n−1;Q) for
n�1, and 0 forn = 0. There are coboundary maps�n =∑n

i=1(−1)i(�i )∗ :En(
.,Q) =
H 1(
n−1;Q) → En+1(
.,Q) = H 1(
n;Q) making(E∗(
.,Q), �∗) a cocomplex. Be-
cause each face map�i is p-bounded, we also get a well-defined coboundary map�n :
Dn(
.,Q) = PH 1(
n−1;Q) → Dn+1(
.,Q) = PH 1(
n;Q) given by the same ex-
pression. In addition, since(
n, Ln) is a free group with word-length metric, there is for
eachn�0 an inclusionDn(
.,Q) ↪→ En(
.,Q) which is clearly compatible with the
coboundary maps just defined, yielding an inclusion of cocomplexes

(D∗(
.,Q), �∗) ↪→ (E∗(
.,Q), �∗). (2.1.8)
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By TheoremA.12 of the appendix, there are isomorphisms

PH ∗(G;Q) ∼= H ∗(D∗(
.,Q), �∗)
H ∗(G;Q) ∼= H ∗(E∗(
.,Q), �∗) (2.1.9)

under which the inclusion of (2.1.8) induces the transformation

PH ∗(G;Q)→ H ∗(G;Q). (2.1.10)

Because the generating set for
i is finite for i= 0,1, the map in (2.1.8) is an isomorphism
for ∗ = 1,2. Together with the injectivity of the map for∗ = 3, Theorem A.12 implies the
map in (2.1.10) is an isomorphism for∗ = 1,2. �

If A is a p.s.G-module, it is a p.s.
i-module via the augmentation
i�G. One may
then replace the coefficient moduleQ byA in the above discussion. The result is again an
inclusion of cocomplexes

(D∗(
., A), �∗) ↪→ (E∗(
., A), �∗) (2.1.11)

and isomorphisms

PH ∗(G;A) ∼= H ∗(D∗(
., A), �∗)
H ∗(G;A) ∼= H ∗(E∗(
., A), �∗) (2.1.12)

under which the inclusion of (2.1.11) induces the transformation

PH ∗(G;A)→ H ∗(G;A). (2.1.13)

The finiteness of
i for i = 0,1 implies

Corollary 2.1.14. If G is a finitely-presented group with Dehn function of polynomial type
and A is a p.s. G-module, thenPH ∗(G;A) ∼= H ∗(G;A) for ∗ = 0,1,2.

2.2. Higher Dehn functions and cohomology

Suppose� is anHF∞ group, i.e. one with a classifying spaceB� the homotopy type of
aCW complex with finitely many cells in each dimension. One can show this is equivalent
to the condition that there is a simplicial setX. with X0 = ∗ and|X| $ B� whereX. has
finitely many simplices in each dimension. The augmented Kan loop groupGX.+ of X. is
� in dimension−1, and in dimensionn�0 is the free group on generatorsXn = Xn+1 −
s0(Xn), which is a finite set. We writeGX.+ as
.+. Forn�0, Ln is the standard word-
length function associated with the set of generatorsXn. The generating setX0 determines
a generating set for�, and we takeL−1 to be the standard word-length function on�
associated with those generators. ThenL.+ = {Ln}n�−1 is an augmented simplicial word-
length function, and(
.+, L.+) is an augmented free simplicial resolutionwithword-length
function, with
n generated by a finite setXn andLn the standard word-length function
determined byXn. We assume for this section that(
.+, L.+) is as just described. As
discussed in the previous section, the fact
.+ is a resolution implies the homomorphism

�′n+1 :
nn+1 → 
nn (2.2.1)
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induced by the restriction of�n+1 to 
nn+1, is surjective for alln�0. We now define the
nth Dehn functionf 


n associated to
.
+ as the smallestN-valued function for which there

exists a section of setss′n+1 :
nn → 
nn+1 with �′n+1 ◦ s′n+1= id and

Ln+1(s′n+1(x))�f 

n (Ln(x)) ∀x ∈ 
nn. (2.2.2)

The Dehn function of(
.+, L.+) is f.
 = {f 

n }n�0. An elementx ∈ 
nn induces a map

�x : Sn → |
.| and an elementy ∈ 
nn+1 with �n+1(y) = x induces a null-homotopy of
�x . So this definition is the simplicial analogue of the classical geometric situation where
one bounds the volume of a null homotopy of a mapSn → M by a function evaluated on
the volume of (the image of)Sn. We call two functionsf1, f2 :N → N p-equivalentif
there are polynomialsp1, p2 such thatf1�p2 ◦ f2 andf2�p1 ◦ f1. A long and tedious
argument using simplicial identities proves the following

Theorem 2.2.3. If f.
 is the Dehn function for(
.+, L.+), then
(�).+ = ker(
.+��)
admits an extra degeneracys.′ = {s′n+1}n�−1 satisfying the property that

Ln+1(s′n+1(x))�f ′
n(Ln(x)) ∀x ∈ 
(�)n

wheref ′
n is p-equivalent tof



n for all n.

Note that the converse is obvious, since
(�)nn=
nn. If theDehn functionf


m is polynomial

form�n, then(
.+, L.+) is a typeP(n+1) resolution, and if it is polynomial for allm then
(
.+, L.+) is typeP . Finite generation in each degree impliesPH 1(
n;A)=H 1(
n;A)
for n�0, whereA is an arbitrary p.s.�-module. By the same method as above we have

Theorem 2.2.4.Let A be a p.s.�-module. If f 

m is polynomial form�n, then(
.+, L.+)

is a typeP(n+ 1) resolution of�, and the map
PH ∗(�;A)→ H ∗(�;A)

is an isomorphism for∗�n + 2. If f 

m is polynomial for all m, then� satisfies condition

(PC1) for all coefficients A.

In the proof of Theorem 2.1.3, we showed how to construct a simplicial group from a
presentation of�. If that presentation is finite,
0 and
1 are finitely generated. If� is
HF∞, this free simplicial group can be extended to a resolution
. of the type used in
this section. By Lemma 2.1.4,f 


0 is p-equivalent to the Dehn function associated with the
presentation. This justifies the term higher Dehn functions when referring to{f 


n }n�0.

Question 2.2.5.If f 

0 is polynomial, is f 


n polynomial for alln>0?

A stronger version of the same question is

Question 2.2.6.Is f 

n polynomially equivalent tof 


0 for all n>0?
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Weconclude this sectionwithanalternativedefinitionof higherDehn functionsanalogous
to that given in[1]. We first assume, as before, thatQ admits a resolution overQ[�] which
is free and finitely generated in each dimension. This may then be written as

R(�)∗ = Q
�←Q[�][S0] d1←Q[�][S1] d2←· · · (2.2.7)

where eachSi is a finite set and each differentialdi is aQ[�]-module homomorphism.
Taking the weight function on each setSi to be identically 1 gives each term a p.f.�-module
structure. Note also that as eachdi is �-equivariant and eachSi is finite, the differentials
will be linearly bounded with respect to this p.f.�-module structure. Then{fn}n�0 is a
sequence of isoperimetric functions for this resolution if there is a chain contraction

{sn :R(�)n−1 → R(�)n}n�0

overQ with

|sn+1(a)|�fn(|a|)
for all a ∈ R(�)n = Q[�][Sn], for all n�0 (where forx ∈ R(�)m, |x| is the semi-norm
of x in the p.f. moduleR(�)m as defined in (1.1.4)). If eachfn is a minimal isoperimetric
function, then it is natural to call the sequence the (higher) Dehn functions associated to the
resolutionR(�)∗. Because eachSi is finite, there are equalities

PHom�(Q[�][Sn];A)=Hom�(Q[�][Sn];A) (2.2.8)

Proposition 2.2.9. If each of the Dehn functions{fn}n�0 is of polynomial type, there is an
isomorphism

PH ∗(�;A) ∼=→H ∗(�;A).

Proof. If the Dehn functions are all of polynomial type, the Comparison Theorem yields
an isomorphism

PH ∗(�;A) ∼= H ∗({PHom�(Q[�][Sn];A), (dn)∗}n�01).

The result then follows from the isomorphism in (2.2.8).�

As an application we have

Corollary 2.2.10. If A is a p.s. G-module and G is either finitely generated nilpotent or
synchronously combable, then there is an isomorphism

PH ∗(�;A) ∼=→H ∗(�;A).

Proof. For nilpotent groups, all the Dehn functions are polynomial, so we may apply the
above methods. The result may alternatively be proved by induction on the length of the
lower central series and the fact that for abelian central extensions, hypothesis 1.1.1H(k)
can be shown to hold for allk, allowing for a comparison of Serre spectral sequences. For
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the second case, we appeal to Gersten’s argument in[7]. Gersten’s argument not only shows
thatG is of typeFP∞ (cf. [3]), but that the Dehn functions associated to the cellular chain
complex of the universal cover, which is of the type in (2.2.7), are all polynomial (not just
the first one). The result follows by the above proposition.�

2.3. Linearly and uniformly bounded cohomology

Probably the strongest constraint one can impose on the cochain level while still retaining
enough functoriality for the homological algebra machinery of Section 1.1 is a linear (or
Lipschitz) constraint. Thus, an l-semi-normed G-module(l.s.G-module) is defined as in
(1.1.1) except that in (1.1.1)(ii) we replacen by 1. A homomorphismf :M → M ′ of l.s.
G-modules is aQ[G]- module homomorphism for which there existsC1, C2>0 such that
for all x′ ∈ �M ′ there existsx ∈ �M with

�gx′(f (a))�C1C2(1+ �gx(a))

for all g ∈ G anda ∈ M. As before, the constantC1 may vary withf but is independent of
x′, whileC2may varywithx′ but is independent of the other parameters. Note this is slightly
more rigid than what one gets when replacingn by 1 in (1.1.2). The set of linearly bounded
l.s.G-module homomorphisms fromM toM ′ is denoted byLHomG(M,M ′); not requiring
f to commute with the action ofG produces the larger vector spaceLHom(M,M ′) on
whichG acts with fixed-point setLHomG(M,M ′).
Finally, an l.f. resolution ofQ overQ[G] is defined as in (1.1.9), except that the differ-

entials are homomorphisms of l.f.G-modules, and the chain contraction is required to be
linearly bounded. Admissible monomorphisms and epimorphisms are defined in the same
manner as before, with linear replacing polynomial. In this context, Propositions 1.1.5, 1.1.6
and Lemma 1.1.8 carry over to the linear setting. Moreover, the bar resolution described
prior to the Comparison Theorem is an l.f. resolution as the reader may easily verify. This
provides the resolution for defining the linearly bounded cohomology ofGwith coefficients
in an l.s.G moduleM:

LH ∗(G;M) def= LH ∗
G(EG∗;M)=H ∗(LHomG(EG∗,M), �∗).

It is not clear at this point if there is a useful Serre spectral sequence in linearly bounded
cohomology (for reasonsdiscussedbelow).However, themethodofproofof theComparison
Theorem does carry over, yielding

Theorem 2.3.1(Linear Comparison Theorem). Let(R∗, d∗) be an l.f. resolution ofQ over
Q[G] and M an l.s. G-module. Then there is an isomorphism

LH ∗
G(EG∗;M) ∼= LH ∗

G(R∗;M)=H ∗(LHomG(R∗,M), �∗).

Suppose that the resolutionR∗ satisfies the finiteness conditionmentioned in the previous
section; i.e.,Rn = Q[G][Sn] with Sn finite for eachn�0. Then there is an equality

LHomG(Q[G][Sn];A)=HomG(Q[G][Sn];A). (2.3.2)
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It is reasonable to ask under what conditions such a resolution can exist. The answer is:
whenG is word-hyperbolic. This is proved byMineyev in[15] (if weworked overZ instead
ofQ then the work of Mineyev and others shows that such a resolution existsif and only if
G is word-hyperbolic). Combining Mineyev’s results with the above yields

Theorem 2.3.4. If G is word-hyperbolic, there is an isomorphism

LH ∗(G;M) ∼=→H ∗(G;M)
for any l.s. G-module M.

In particular, this implies

Corollary 2.3.5. If G is a finitely-generated free group, equipped with the standard word-
length metric, then

LH ∗(G;M)= 0
for all ∗>1.

This suggests that the linear analogue of Corollary 1.2.17 may hold.
We conclude this section with a short discussion of bounded cohomology. Because we

do not require word-length functions to be proper, we could define the length functionLG
onG by L(x) = 1 if x �= 1. Because this length function is bounded, thePHom() groups
used in the computation ofPH ∗(G;M) are simply those that are uniformly bounded on
basis vectors, yielding an isomorphism

PH ∗(G;M) ∼= Hb(G;M)
where the right-hand side denotes the bounded cohomology groups ofG in the p.s.G-
moduleM.
Any word-length function onG may be realized as the word-length function induced

by a free group equipped with word-length metric(F, LF ) via an appropriate surjection
F�G. In fact, there is a universal example of such. Given(G,LG) letF be the free group
on elements{1 �= g ∈ G} and letLF be the word-length metric induced byLG, viewed as
a weight function on the setG− {1}. Then

F ′�F�G

is a short-exact sequence of groups with word-length, and so as before there is an associated
Serre spectral and five-term exact sequence. As in Corollary 1.2.18 one has

Corollary 2.3.6. There is a sequence

H 0(G;A∗
m)=H 0b (G;A∗

m)�H 2b (G;A∗
m−1) ∼= H 4b (G;A∗

m−2)
∼= · · · ∼= H 2mb (G;Q) (2.3.7)
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where the maps in the sequence occur as differentials in theE
∗,∗
2 - term of the appropriate

Serre spectral sequence for p-bounded cohomology(and the groupsA∗
k are as defined in

Section1.2).

In this way one can realize bounded 2m-dimensional cohomology classes onG asG-
invariant elements ofA∗

m. This application to bounded cohomologywill be further examined
in the sequel to this paper.

Appendix A. Type P resolutions

The following results first appeared in[18]. We have included them here as they are
an essential ingredient in the proofs appearing in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. We begin with a
demonstration of the existence of typeP resolutions.

Theorem A.1. Let (
.+,X.+, L.+) be a triple, where(
.+, L.+) is a p-bounded aug-
mented free simplicial group with� = 
−1. Then there is an inclusion

� :
.+ ↪→ 
̃.+

where(
̃.
+
, X̃.+, L̃.+) is a triple and(
̃.+, L̃.+) is a type P resolution of�.Moreover, if

(
.+,X.+, L.+) is typeP(m), then the construction can be done so that(
̃
+
n , X̃

+
n , L̃

+
n )=

(
+
n ,X+

n , L
+
n ) for n�m.

Proof. We first give the general construction. Denote(
.+,X.+, L.+) by (
(0).+,
X(0).+, L(0).+). Note that
(0)(�)−1 = {1}, so takings′0 :
(0)(�)−1 → 
(0)(�)0 as the
inclusion of the trivial group shows that(
(0).+,X(0).+, L(0).+) is typeP(0).

By induction, we may assume that a p-bounded free simplicial group triple(
(m −
1).+,X(m− 1).+, L(m− 1).+) has been constructed such that
(m− 1)(�).+ is (m− 2)-
connected, and admits a contracting degeneracy{s′p+1}0�p�m−2 through dimension
(m− 2) which is p-bounded.
LetX(m)′m equal theset
(m − 1)(�)(m−1) − {1}. For 1 �= g ∈ 
(m − 1)(�)(m−1), we

denote by [g] the corresponding generator inX(m)′m. Let

X(m)j = X(m− 1)j for j�(m− 1),
X(m)m = X(m− 1)m

∐
X(m)′m,

X(m)n = X(m− 1)n
∐

{s(X(m)′m)} for n>m (A.2)

where the last coproduct is over all iterated degeneraciess from dimensionm to dimension
n. Face maps are determined by the following values on generators

�j ([g])= s′m−1�j (g) for 0�j <m,
�m([g])= g. (A.3)
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Proceeding as before, we define
(m)−1= � and
(m)n to be the free group onX(m)n
for n�0.L(m).+ is uniquely defined and determined by the following four properties:

(i) It equalsL(m− 1).+ onX(m− 1).+ (A.4)
(ii) If f is the proper function onX(m)′m determined byL(m − 1)m−1 restricted to


(m− 1)(�)(m−1), thenL(m)m is the metric induced byf when restricted to the free
groupFm generated byX(m)′m. (A.4)

(iii) If x ∈ 
(m)m is written asx=w1w2 . . . wp with w2i−1 in 
(m−1)m andw2i ∈ Fm,
then

L(m)m(x)=
p∑
i=1

L(m)m(wi) (A.4)

(iv) If s :
(m)m → 
(m)n is an iterated degeneracy, thenL(m)n(s(x)) = L(m)m(x). If
w=w1w2 . . . wq ∈ 
(m)n is a product of degenerate elementsw2i = s(xi), xi ∈ Fm
and elementsw2i−1 in 
(m− 1)n, thenL(m)n(w)=

∑q
i=1L(m)n(wi). (A.4)

ThatL(m−1).+ is ametric impliesL(m).+ is again ametric in each non-negative degree,
and the contracting degeneracys.′ for 
(m).+ is now extended through dimension(m− 1)
as the set map

s′m(1)= 1,
s′m(g)= [g] for g �= 1. (A.5)

(A.3) and (A.5) guarantee thats.′ satisfies the required simplicial identities through dimen-
sion(m−1). (A.3)–(A.5) and induction imply that all of the degeneracymaps (includings.′)
through dimension(m− 1) and all of the face maps through dimensionm are p-bounded.
Let

(
̃., X̃., L̃.)= lim−→
m

{(
(m).+,X(m).+, L(m).+)}. (A.6)

Then(
̃., X̃., L̃.) is a typeP resolution. The inclusion of generating setsX. ↪→ X̃. induces
the simplicial groupmonomorphism� :
.+ → 
̃.+, which is the identity on�=
−1=
̃−1.
Finally if (
.+,X.+, L.+) is type P(m), then in the above sequence we may start

with (
(m).+,X(m).+, L(m).+) = (
.+,X.+, L.+) and continue with the construction
by adding generators in simplicial dimensionsn>m. This verifies the second part of the
theorem. �

Example A.7. Let�bea countable group equippedwith anN-valuedword-length function
L. Let 
.+ = GB.�+ be the augmented Kan loop group of the non-homogeneous bar
construction on� (this is the augmented simplicial group associated to the usual Kan loop
groupGB.�; cf. [12]). Then the word length functionL determines a proper function on
the set ofn-simplices ofB.� in the standard way:

L([g1, . . . , gn])=
n∑
i=1

L(gi)
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and thus by restriction a properN+-valued function on the generating setXn−1 = Bn� −
s0(Bn−1�) of (GB�)n−1 for all n�1. In non-negative dimensions we then takeLn to be
the metric determined by this proper function. This produces a resolution(
.+,X.+, L.+)
to which we may apply the above extension theorem. Note also that the word-length func-
tionsLn arising from this construction areN-valued, making the word-length functioñL.
constructed aboveN-valued as well.

We summarize this as

Corollary A.8. Every countable group� admits a type P resolution where the word-length
function in non-negative degrees is anN-valued metric. Moreover, if C(�) is the category
whose objects are p-bounded augmented free simplicial groups equal to� in dimension
−1and equipped with word-length metrics in non-negative degrees, and whose morphisms
are p-bounded simplicial group homomorphisms inducing the identity on�0, then the full
subcategory whose objects are type P resolutions is cofinal inC(�).

For the remainder of the section we assume
.+ is a typeP resolution ofG.We construct
a contraction of
.+ viewed as an augmented simplicial set. To begin with,
(�). admits a
simplicial contractions.′={s′n+1 :
(�)n → 
(�)n+1}n�0 which is p-bounded. Now choose
a sections(0) :
−1�
0, �0 ◦ s(0) = identity, with s(1) = 1 and which is minimal with
respect to word-length. Defines(n)= s

(n)
0 ◦ s(0) :
−1�
n. Note that

�n ◦ s(n)= identity ∀n�0,
�i ◦ s(n)= s(n− 1) ∀n�1,0� i�n,
si ◦ s(n− 1)= s(n) ∀n�1,0� i�n− 1. (A.9)

Forn=−1, set̃sn+1= s̃0=s(0). Note that for arbitraryg ∈ 
n, g(s(n)(�n(g)))−1 ∈ 
(�)n.
Then whenn�0

s̃n+1(g)= s′n+1(g(s(n)(�n(g)))−1)s(n+ 1)(�n(g)). (A.10)

This defines a map of sets̃sn+1 :
n → 
n+1. The simplicial identities implỹs∗+1 =
{̃sn+1 :
n → 
n+1}n�−1 is a simplicial contraction of simplicial sets, which by construc-
tion is p-bounded for eachn� − 1.
Recall from Section 2.1 thatDn(
.,Q)=PH 1(
n−1;Q) for n�1, andDn(
.,Q)= 0

for n�0. As all face maps of
. are p-bounded, there is a well-defined homomorphism
�n =∑n−1

i=0 (−1)i�∗i :Dn(
.,Q)→ Dn+1(
.,Q), making(D∗(
.,Q), �∗) a cocomplex.
Similarly, one defines the cocomplex(E∗(
.,Q), �∗) in the same fashion withH 1 in place
of PH 1. As we observed in Section 2.1, there is an inclusion of cocomplexes

(D∗(
.,Q), �∗) ↪→ (E∗(
.,Q), �∗). (A.11)

Theorem A.12. For n�1 there is an isomorphism of cohomology groups

PHn(G;Q) ∼= Hn(D∗(
.,Q), �∗).

Moreover, the inclusion of cocomplexes(D∗(
.,Q), �∗) ↪→ (E∗(
.,Q), �∗) induces,
upon passing to cohomology, the transformationPH ∗(G;Q)→ H ∗(G;Q).
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Proof. Fix anm�0 and consider the augmented simplicial abelian group

C(m).+ = {[n]  → Cm((B
n);Q)}n�−1.

The p-bounded contractioñs∗+1 on
.+ defined above induces a p-boundedQ-vector space
contraction onC(m).+ for eachm�0 given by

Bm
n " [g1, . . . , gm]  → [̃sn+1(g1), . . . , s̃n+1(gm)] ∈ Bm
n+1 n� − 1.
Applying PHom( ,Q) to the associated complexC(m)∗, we get a cocontraction above
dimension 0, yielding

Hn(PHom(C(m)∗,Q))= 0 for n>0

H 0(PHom(C(m)∗,Q))= PHom(Cm(BG;Q),Q).

Applying PHom( ,Q) to the bi-complexC∗,∗ = {C∗(m)}m�0 produces a bi-cocomplex.
From the computation ofH ∗(PHom(C(m)∗,Q)), we see that filtering by columns pro-
duces anE1-term which collapses to the cocomplex(PHom(C∗(BG;Q),Q), �∗) whose
cohomology isPH ∗(G;Q). Filtering by rows on the other hand yields anE1-term with
E
p,q
1 = PHp(
q;Q). Now
q is free andLq is a metric forq�0, so by Corollary 1.2.17

E
p,q
1 =0 forp>1.TheE0,∗2 -line,which is the cohomologyof(E0,∗1 , d

0,∗
1 ), isQ for∗=0and

0 for∗>0. There is an isomorphism of cocomplexes(D∗(
.,Q), �∗) ∼= (E
1,∗−1
1 , d

1,∗−1
1 ),

hence

PHn(G;Q)= E
1,n−1
2 =Hn(D∗(
.,Q), �∗)

for all n�1. ApplyingHom( ,Q) in place ofPHom( ,Q) and repeating the same line of
reasoning produces an isomorphism

Hn(G;Q)= E
1,n−1
2 =Hn(E∗(
.,Q), �∗).

Finally, the natural transformationPH ∗(G;Q) → H ∗(G;Q) in the above context is in-
duced by a map of bicocomplexes coming from the natural transformationPHom( ,Q)→
Hom( ,Q). On the level of spectral sequences, this induces a map on theE

1,∗
1 line corre-

sponding to the inclusion of (A.11) above, completing the proof.�
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